use case

RED HAT ENTERPRISE VIRTUALIZATION FOR
SERVERS: SERVER CONSOLIDATION

introduction

By transitioning workloads from physical servers to virtual machines, datacenter consolid-

-
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KEY FACTORS DRIVING SERVER CONSOLIDATION
The proliferation of client/server and distributed system computing along with the emergence
this will be growing to over

-

deployment

BENEFITS OF VIRTUALIZATION

consolidate multiple server instances onto a single physical server

administrator can effectively manage
other servers in the cluster in the event of a server failure
-
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PHYSICAL TO VIRTUAL CONSOLIDATION

(operating system, application, and data) from a physical to a virtual server to be supported in

-

a semi-automated approach

These tools typically image the workload on the source physical server and then restore the
generally does not deconstruct the physical server workload, separate by application, nor
-

approach of the most strategic and resource-intensive server workloads and an automated

THE FIRST STEPS TOWARD CONSOLIDATION
-

Red Hat offers a downloadable
evaluation subscription to help

-

ture, but also in determining the optimal distribution of workloads across the cluster of hypervi-

RED HAT ENTERPRISE VIRTUALIZATION AND SERVER
CONSOLIDATION
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The fully featured enterprise management system enables customers to centrally and effectively manage their entire virtual environment – virtual datacenters, clusters, hosts, guest virhigh availability, live migration, policy-based workload balancing, image management, snap-

-

industry-leading consolidation ratios with high VM density
tion ratio and lower capital and operational costs, meaning fewer physical servers are needed
system when customers are using unlimited host-based licenses and subscriptions for virtual

-

®

running a set of typical server applications and is modeled to look like a customer’s real environ-

®

Note that the Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization KVM Hypervisor has two supported deployment
models. Customers can choose either the RHEV-Hypervisor which is a standalone small footprint
hypervisor and included with the RHEV subscription or the Red Hat Enterprise Linux operating
system (purchased separately) installed as a hypervisor host. Both utilize the same KVM hypervisor technology.

in a physical host
Transparent huge pages allow larger memory pages to be created dynamically for workloads

1
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enterprise management that optimizes utilization and agility
data and applications non-disruptively from one physical server to another while continuously

system that provides advanced capabilities for hosts and guests, including live migration, policyThe live migration functionality provides the ability to move a running virtual machine between

dynamically manages the placement of virtual machines within the datacenter based on policies

security

kernel-level military grade
security for unmatched

-

itself, effectively placing a wrapper around every process preventing a compromised VM from

is ensured between virtual machines and between each machine and the Red Hat Enterprise
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availability and business continuity

cation failover and clustering solutions, usually only the most mission-critical applications within

Three levels of priority allow
administrators to ensure that
the most important workloads

avoid using multiple, complicated failover and clustering solutions, instead deploying one high
availability solution for any application running inside a virtual machine, regardless of the oper-

Pricing and packaging

same cost each year and includes product access, updates, patches, support, and the cert-

tion model, Red Hat is able to offer it at a more competitive price point than commercial propri-

THE TCO AND ROI OF CONSOLIDATION
-

-
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roi results

Values
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three Year roi
three Year tco analysis

Physical servers

rheV

savings

3

Total

www.redhat.com/rhev/server/cost
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CUSTOMER EXAMPLE
ity were doubled while capital
costs were reduced more than

1.
-

2.

solution

platform due to the solution’s performance and enterprise management capability in combina-

cent, compute and memory capacity was doubled, and power and cooling costs were reduced
-

company is adding more internal cloud capability enabling users to self-provision and obtain
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CONCLUSION

WHAT’S NEXT
www.redhat.com/rhev or contact your local Red Hat Enterprise

aBout red hat
ing the value of open source software and establishing a viable business model built around the
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